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INK: What kind of education
into this politico-economic
did you have as a young
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boy?
that their give-aways conREAD: I entered the first
of goods and services '
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other teachers for the next INK: Sometimes it's very easy
exception, were remarkably
cUl)able. The coercive
peets of government education had not yet set in to bedevil public education.
There is, however, more
to elementary education
than going to school. Prior
to my father's passing in
1909, I walked about two
miles to school, delivering
milk to numerous customers on the way. By so doing,
I learned the relationship
between hard work and a
quart of milk. That's one
reason why I am grateful for
being born a poor lad rather
than a apoleon. Ever so
many of us in those days
were schooled by the disdpline of work, which is so
much more advantageous
than being born a dictator.
Thank heaven, child
labor laws were not enforced in my day. Otherwise, following my father's
demise, I would not have
been able to work 102 hours
a week, doing farm chores,
tending the village store,
sweeping it every morning
and waiting on customers
till 9 p.m. Monday through
Friday, to midnight on
Saturday, and Sunday forenoon.
Another blessing for
which I shall be forever
grateful: there. were no
minimum wage laws. One
summer I worked 60 hours
every w"eek, my pay being
$3.00 for all those hours.
Today, that's about the
minimum wage for one
hour's worle! Poor lads, back
then, loved every minute of
such elementary education.
INK: What do you think has
led individuals away from
- - - "'It: conception of doing and

seems the role of govern, ment is forever increasing.
READ: True, we are now
going through a critical
period, but crises are nothing new, as all history attests. However, the instances in which humanity
has been "strengthened and
purified" are numerous. Reflect on major turnabouts:
the Sumerians of 5,000
years ago; Venice during
Marco Polo's time; England
following the works of
Adam Smith, Richard Cobden, John Bright and Frederic Bastiat. The greatest of
all followed the brilliant
works of our Founding
Fathers.
What about right now?
Much is going on in the
hearts and souls and minds
of men - an improved and
encouraging awareness that is invisible to those
who only casually glance at
surface events.
INK: I have seen evidence
that people seem more
aware of political motives.
That's a step in the right direction.
READ: The countless authors
of slavery - those who resort to coercion - are in all
walks of life. Among our
Simon Legrees are those
who falsify by claiming
agreement with majority
opinion in order to gain
political power. So are those
who sponsor legislation to
prohibIt free entry and
competition, be they labor
or business "leaders." AdV'Ocacy of the planned society, be it from pulpits or
classrooms, gives birth to
slavery. Civilizations rise as
slavery fades away and fall
as slavery increases. Slav-

ery? It is measured by the
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Centro - the Center. It is
good to know in what direction you go . ; . but it is muy
imporlante - very important - to know where you
stand ri*ht now. That is the
Center.
'. Liberty is, indeed, an inward accomplishment. You
can no more bestow liberty
on me or l on you than
either of us can bestow intelligence, integrity, humility or any virtue on each
other. Liberty does not descend on us but, rather, it is
, a blessing to which each ascends. Liberty must be
earned to be enjoyed. We
briog order and joy to our
lives by this.
INK: How do we achieve the
liberty you see?
READ: I formulated my ideas
in Liberty: Legacy of Truth.
Victor Hug passes on to us
what amounts to a secret
guideline. Solve the energy
problem, as other problems,
by bringing another form of
energy to the rescue:
philosophy! The following is
my way of aiming at the improvement of mankind by
calling attention to the
wrong ways that the right
ways may come to light.
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Americanism!
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law of attraction.
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first place and, thus, it is evil!
Apodaca, and the latter rePessimists, those who insist_
plied: "Did you know, SeUnfortunately, it is also
that a returr. to the freedom;
nora" that Los Indios have
legal.
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two more directions? Not
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the chances. Success is
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sincerely believe that the
right will some day prevaiL
History bears witness to this
fact.
. Never resort to name calling! Calling ideological adversaries "fools" or to even
. think of them as such is to
assign that derogatory status .
to self. Let criticism be di- .
rected at fallacious notions,
·never "iot..p erlions!""'......._"...-..
Beware . of short-run
gains! Short-run'gains, if not
consistent with the long-run
objective, take one down
the wrong path. A tricky
phrase may cause another to
say, "I agree." That's a
houseouilt orl'sand; it will
quickly fall. Freedom ofone
and all to work creatively as
they please is an eternal
verity and should be so understood and explained. Let
the long run - eternity be the guide to human action.
Do no wrong to anyone!
As Confucius declared
about
years ago, "Do
not unto others that which
you would not have them do
unto you." If you are opposed to being plundered
and having others dictate
how you should live your
life, then plunder no one
and never attempt to rule
over others. This is the oldest and wisest of all maxims
- the Golden Rule. When
observed, each individual is
free to act creatively as he or
she pleases - no manconcocted restraints against
personal emergence. For
freedom's sake, let each of
us be an exemplar of the
Golden Rule!
Admittedly, the above
suggestions run counter to
the views of many freedom
devotees. The reason? They
observe the advance of
socialism through the use of
coercive measures. But
what they fail to see is that
the tactics for destroying a
free society are the very opposite of those required to
create a free society. Never
employ a destructive method to achieve a creative objective! _

